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Open For Fun Experience



OUR APPROACH

Be iconic

It’s all about variety

Reward for participation

Create something scalable and own-able

Make noise

Drive traffic in-store anD online



Open for Fun Ritz Boxes

Consumers may even have the power to open  
the boxes every day using their mobile phones.

Turn the Great Lawn in Central Park, or Pit Lane  
at the Brickyard into an amusement park.



Open for Fun Retro Arcade 

Playing off the Retro feel of the Video Game :20, Inside consumers will 
find the Open For Fun arcade. Wii and Arcade games all inspired by the 

iconic crackers shape and the fun of the overall campaign.

INSIDE THE BOX



Open for Fun Wii Games 

Using an equally engaging fun box like Wii, we can invite multiple 
players, friends, families and strangers to get in on the fun.



The platform also gives us the license 
to expand the reach of the campaign 
and encourage taking the fun home 

with you through simple games turned 
into Wii and Wii Fit experiences that 
can be co-packed or UPC redeemed, 

incentivizing purchase.

Open for Fun Wii Games 



Open for Fun  
Redemption Space 

And of course we’ll reward consumers for spending time 
with us, with Midway Arcade-style prizing. Fun Ritz Cracker 
plushies, recipe books (for cracker sandwiches and home 

party fun), NASCAR event tix and tastings.

Tickets can be used at a Ritz Redemption Box 
 to redeem fun Ritz prizes!



Open for Fun  
Sampling 

Sampling can even take a different shape here. Tickets earned 
from opening the fun box can be used to try new recipes that are 

delivered with surprise and delight. You may even walk into a box of 
fun and find Mario Batali stacking up some gourmet snack treats. 

In the multi-box setting, we can keep the retro aesthetic fresh with 
Car Hop-style sampling teams on Roller Skates cruising between 

experiences, keeping hearts and mouths open for fun.



Every O.F.F. Box Experience doesn’t have to be digital.  
It’s actually better if they’re not.

oPen for:
Checkers Tournaments (we’ll text you when your match is •	
about to start… in the meantime, practice with Ritz Mobile 
Checkers on your phone)
Shuffleboard Matches•	
Beach Volley Ball (this Costco multi-pack sized box would •	
have a sun roof)
Sledding (snow hill in a box, in the summer)•	
Ritz Tiddlywinks•	

That’s the fun and variety of the O.F.F. Box Experience. You 
never know until you pop open the box.


